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This invaluable resource will give all who work in a parish setting, and in particular in a bi-lingual

parish setting, a basic Spanish vocabularyÃ¢â‚¬â€•including: Ã¢â‚¬Â¢pastors, associate pastors,

and deacons Ã¢â‚¬Â¢the parish team, Ã¢â‚¬Â¢the DRE or faith formation coordinator,

Ã¢â‚¬Â¢RCIA team, Ã¢â‚¬Â¢parish councilors, Ã¢â‚¬Â¢catechists and teachers, and all who

serve the parish community. Topics include Mass terminology, popular religiosity, pastoral ministry,

religious education, and parish administration. Here are just three of the many features of A Pocket

Guide to Pastoral Spanish: 1. It contains hundreds of words, phrases, and sentences commonly

used in parishes. 2. It offers a comprehensive pronunciation guide for all words. 3. It has an

easy-to-use and quick-to-access format. This is a great resource for parish leaders and ministers

who are not fluent in Spanish and yet need to communicate with their Hispanic parishioners.

Convenient, affordable, invaluable!
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This little guide includes almost every phrase I can imagine needing to use in liturgical or

administrative work in a parish setting, except for the words of the liturgies themselves. Useful for

Episcopalians and Lutherans as well as Roman Catholics. I can read Spanish and speak it

somewhat; this gives me or reminds me of the vocabulary specific to parish work. Only drawback is

the type is small and the information packed on the pages. Which means I can easily tuck it inside a

larger book or in my communion kit, but also means it's hard to read at a glance. 1/3 of the space is

taken up with phonetic spellings of every single phrase. It would be nice if there were another



edition in larger type or with more white space for those of us who know how to pronounce Spanish

but just need the vocabulary and sentence structures.

This slim volume includes phrases and pronunciation assistance for every aspect of congregational

life. The church office, the clergy and other helping ministries will appreciate common phrases for

life together as a congregation - from filling out forms for registration, for sacramental occasions and

training, and liturgy - that are not in travel or basic Spanish language phrase books. THE PRINT IS

VERY VERY SMALL and the book is a little bigger than an index card - probably designed to fit in

the Padre's shirt pocket. This Madre would appreciate a 10pt print edition no matter the size. I still

give this resource 5 stars.

I rated this book 4 star, as a beginner book it is very good and I would highly recommend it. I think it

could be used by all faiths. It would be helpful if it had a audio recording of some type to help the

beginner.

Mainly designed for Roman Catholic Church clergy and.lay leaders.

I excpected more than "tourist" type phrases. Perhaps because i already speak a fair amount of

Spanish my expectations were too high. It would have been better if it enabled the non-Spanish

speaker to have typical responses included.m

Is a wonderful size and is full of information.. Fits nicely in my suit coat and is always available.

Whether in church or hospital.

I was expecting at least a paperback book sized book. I was VERY surprized to get this little book.

The print is very difficult to read because it is so jam packed with lots of useful information. I'm sure

once I get my magnifying glass out, I will appreciate it all the more. Until, then, it is fitting nicely in a

file index card box poised ready for use.

I have reviewed its contents and believe it will be a great help as I work with our Spanish speaking

community in the parish.
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